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SUMMARY
According to the United Nations Committee on the Scientific Effects of Atomic Radiation
UNSCEAR which is adopted by the World Health Organisation WHO in evaluating the sequels of the Chernobyl accident the average dose of the population in the contaminated regions was very low – except for the thyroid in the nearby countries. The main contributions
for the other tissues are thought to be generated – externally and internally – by the cesium
isotopes 137 and 134. Relevant nuclides for the exposure as Sr-90 and Pu-239 are assumed to
be negligible in distances greater than 100 km from the plant. Even for highly contaminated
regions outside the evacuation zone where more than 37 kBq/m2of Cs-237 surface activity
were measured the mean effective dose was estimated to only about 10 mSv. For the
neigbouring country of Turkey und the Central European countries in greater distances the
estimated exposures remain below 1.2 mSv (effective dose).
These results are in contradiction to findings by biological dosimetry. Several research
groups investigated radiation-specific cytogenetic alterations in the lymphocytes of persons in
the contaminated regions directly after the accident or some years later. The majority of studies revealed that the rate of unstable and stable chromosome aberrations is much higher – by
about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude – as would be expected if the physically derived exposures
were correct. A further finding was the occurence of multiaberrant cells which indicate a relevant contribution of incorporated alpha activity. Emitted nuclear fuel and breeding products
should therefore be considered in the physical dose calculations.
РЕЗЮМЕ
Согласно данным Научного комитета ООН по изучению воздействия атомной радиации (UNSCEAR), на которые также опирается Всемирная организация здравоохранения ВОЗ в своей оценке последствий Чернобыльской аварии, радиоактивное облучение населения в зараженных областях было весьма незначительным – за исключением щитовидной железы в соседних странах. Основная доля для других видов тканей
– внешне и внутренне – якобы была вызвана изотопами цезия 137 и 134. А такие важные для определения дозы нуклиды как Sr-90 и Pu-239 как будто практически не играли
никакой роли на больших расстояниях, т.е. в более 100 км от места аварии. Даже в
сильно зараженных регионах вне зоны эвакуации с показателем загрязнения почвы Cs137 в более чем 37 кБк/м² впоследствии доза оказалась средне-эффективной, примерно
10 мЗв. Для соседней Турции и более отдаленных стран Центральной Европы показатели дозы не поднимались выше 1,2 мЗв (эффективная доза).

Эти данные противоречат результатам биологической дозиметрии. Различные
научно-исследовательские группы изучали вызванные радиацией цитогенетические
изменения в лимфоцитах людей из зараженных областей сразу после аварии и
несколько лет спус-тя. В большинстве случаев в ходе исследований был выявлен
гораздо более высокий темп роста нестабильных и стабильных аберраций хромосом, а
именно на 1-2 порядка выше, чем это можно было ожидать на основании физических
оценок дозы. Далее во многих исследованиях сообщалось о возникновении мультиаберрантных клеток. Это свидетельствует о значительной доле инкорпорированного
альфа-излучения и говорит о том, что при физическом расчете дозы нельзя упускать
из виду доли дозы, получен-ной от выбросов ядерного топлива и продуктов деления.

Introduction
Many observations about cancer and other radiation effects in the populations affected by
Chernobyl fallout are denied by UNSCEAR and other international committees refering to the
very low exposures which were derived by physical considerations. It is therefore important
to realize that numerous reports in the literature show different results. The authors base their
estimates either on own calculations or on EPR measurements in teeth or on cytogenetic studies which have been applied for the purpose of biological dosimetry.
We have compiled data about radiation-induced chromosome aberrations because they allow an assessment whether the physically derived value will grossly underestimate the true
exposure. Some thousand persons have been investigated in the contaminated regions by cytogenetic methods who can be considered as random sample of the population living there.
For such comparison, we prefer the results about dicentric chromosomes in the lymphocytes
together with centric rings. These aberrations can be regarded as radiation-specific (Hoffmann
and Schmitz-Feuerhake 1999).
Dicentric chromosomes are used as biological dosimeter since decades (Fig.1). They are
instable, i.e., they leave the system with half-lives of about 1.5 years. The reason is that they
fail to undergo a division in about 50 % of cases because of the two centromers. The advantage is, however, that the background rate remains low. Further, the background rate is
almost constant over the world (only about 4 dicentric chromosomes in 10.000 metaphases of
adults, 1 in 100.000 of children). Therefore, the method is very sensitive. The doubling dose
is about 10 mSv for an acute and homogeneous whole body exposure. But even this method
would show no significant elevation in a population if the average additional dose does not
exceed a few mSv.
Centric rings (cr) are usually counted together with the dicentric chromosomes (dic). They
are originated by the same primary mechanism. They undergo division without loss and thus
they are stable, but they are generated less frequently (only 10% in comparison to dic). Sometimes, it is therefore possible to derive from the relation between cr and dic that the exposure
occured far back in the past.
The application of dose-effect relationships for chromosome aberrations demands an homogeneous whole body exposure which is usually not fulfilled in the case of incorporated
radioactivity. The element cesium is, however, considered to distribute homogeneously in the
body. Therefore, if the exposure is mainly generated by Cs 134 and Cs 137 – externally and
internally – as claimed by UNSCEAR, the method can be used to decide whether the calculated dose values are realistic.
Another important information is given by the distribution of the aberrations among the
cells. For low doses, a low LET radiation (gamma, x-rays) leads to a Poissonian distribution
of the dic, i.e., there is usually only one dic per cell. If an overdispersion appears, i.e., a clustering of dic and/or multiple aberrations in a cell, it is an indication for densely ionizing radiation.

Fig.1 Dicentric chromosomes (black arrows) in a human metaphase and associated acentric
fragments after high dose exposure (from Fritz-Niggli 1997)
We refer also to results of the studies about reciprocal translocations in lymphocytes (visualized by FISH) which are used to estimate the accumulated dose because these aberrations are
also stable. The background rate is, however, highly variable and accumulating with age,
therefore the sensitivity is not always sufficient to evaluate exposures by environmental radioactivity.
Chromosome aberration studies in evacuees
One day after the accident 45.000 inhabitants were evacuated from Prypiat, further 90.000
persons from the 30 km zone 7-9 days later (Imanaka and Koide 2000). The evacuation was
finished 18 days after the accident. The evacuees were therefore exposed to very different
degree. Among them acute radiation effects were registered by official report which means
that whole body doses above 1 Sv have been reached.
A mean effective dose estimate for this population of 14 mSv is reported by UNSCEAR
and WHO (UN 2005). The external dose alone was derived by Imanaka and Koide (2000) to
20-320 mSv. An estimate of Pröhl et al. (HP 2002) including the internal exposure lead to
values for adults between 6 and 330 mSv and for the 1 year old child between 13 and 880
mSv.
Results of chromosome aberration studies in random samples of the evacuees are shown in
table 1. All investigations show significant elevations of the mean rate of dic+cr even when
they were carried out several years after the main exposure. Elevation factors of 3 to 100 correspond to at least mean doses of 20 mSv to 1 Sv assuming homogeneous whole body exposure. Maznik and coworkers derive a mean dose of about 400 mSv for the evacuees from their
chromosome studies which is higher by a factor 30 than the value given by UNSCEAR.
Chromosome studies in highly contaminated regions
Tables 2 and 3 show the results of chromosome studies in highly contaminated regions. They
also exceed by far the physical dose estimates assumed by UNSCEAR. Remarkable is the
appearance of overdispersion and multiaberrant cells which proves a significant contribution
of incorporated alpha activity.
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Table 1 Biological dosimetry in evacuees from the 30 km zone
Dic dicentric chromosomes, cr centric rings
Sample
Date of
Method
investigation
Evacuees from
43 adults
1986
Dic
Prypiat and
nearby
Evacuated zone 60 children
1986
Dic+cr
Region

Evacuees from
Prypiat and
nearby

102 adults
10 children

19872001

Dic+cr

Evacuated zone

244 children

1991

Dic+cr

Results
Mean elevation
& specialities
18-fold
No overdispersion
15-fold
No overdispersion
Maximum 18fold in 1987,
then decline but
staying sign.
elevated
circ 100-fold*)

Evacuated from
Pripyat
Evacuated zone

24 children

19911992
1995

Dic

circ 3-fold*)

Dic+cr

7-10 fold *)

19981999

Dic+cr

5.5-fold

12 adults

Evacuation
33 adults,
zone,
not evacuatresidents
ed
*) estimation by the writers

Authors

Remarks

Maznik et al.
1997

Result of the
cited authors
430 mSv
Result of the
cited authors
400 mSv
Result of the
cited author
360 mSv

DeVita et al.
2000
Pilinskaya et
al. 1999
Bezdrobnaia
et al. 2002

Mikhalevich
et al. 2000
Maznik 2004

Sevan´kaev et
al. 1993

Dose calculation
after IAEA
(1991) 1-8 mSv

Table 2 Biological dosimetry in inhabitants of Gomel and Gomel region
Dic dicentric chromosomes, cr centric rings
Date of
Method
Results
investigaMean elevation
tion
& specialities
43 pregnant wom1986-1987 Dic+cr
5-fold
en
40-fold
18 infants
8 persons
1988-1990 Dic+cr
circ 40-fold*)
Sample

Tralo translocations
Authors

Feshenko et al.
2002

15-fold
6.5-fold

Serezhenkov et
al. 1992
Domracheva et
al. 2000

(6-18)-fold
(6.5-16)-fold

Domracheva et
al. 2000
Verschaeve et al.
1993

Dic

circ 30-fold*)
overdispersion;
2 multiaberrant cells
(3.2-8)-fold

Tralo,
FISH
Dic+cr

3-fold
significant
18-fold

330 healthy adults

1988-1990

46 patients with
hematol. malignancies
35 adults

1988-1990

1990

Dic+cr
Tralo,
FISH
Dic+cr
Tralo,
FISH
Dic

36 children

1994

20 children

1996

70 children

1996

Remarks

Barale et al.
1998
Scarpato et al.
1997
Gemignani et al.
1999

Comparison with
ESR

Controls from Pisa
10 years after the
accident !!

*) Estimation by the writers
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Table 3 Biological dosimetry in highly contaminated regions  37 kBq/m2
Dic dicentric chromosomes, cr centric rings

Region

Ukraine/Lugyny district
Malahovka
Russia/Kaluga region
Mladenik
Ogor
Russia/Bryansk region
Clynka
Yordevka
Klincy
Russia/Kaluga region
Uljanovo
Chicdra
Kaluga-Bryansk region
Uljanova district

137

Cs
kBq/m2

Sample

130 children

Date of
Method
investigation
1988-1990 Dic+cr

Results
Mean elevation
& specialities
Increase to 6.6fold in 1990

Authors

Remarks

Eliseeva et al.
1994

Effect not explainable by 137Cs

circ 5-fold*)
circ 2-fold*)

Bochkov et al.
1991

7-fold
1.5-fold
2-fold

Sevan´kaev
2000

140
43

17 adults
16 adults

1989

Dic+cr

633
444
230

61 adults
432 adults
170 adults

1989-1998 Dic+cr

140
100

666 adults
548 adults

200

1989-1998 Dic+cr

3-fold

1990-2003
1991

Dic

3.7-fold
no decline
circ 5-fold*)

4-fold
2.5-fold

Chicdra district

100

Ukraine region

 550

333 children
& juveniles
407 children
& juveniles
6 adults

Bryansk and Bryansk
region

 550

1300

1992

unstable;
stable

5 %  400 mSv
1 % 1000 mSv

Bryansk region
Mirnye

 1100

100 adults

1993

cr

4-fold
6 multiaberrant
cells

*) Estimation by the writers

2 multiaberrant cells

27 multiaberrant cells

Sevan´kaev et
al. 2005

Physical estimates (to 2001)
11.4 mSv and 6.7 mSv

Ganina et al.
1994
Vorob´ev et
al. 1994

Physical estimate 17-35 mSv
multiaberrant cells

Salomaa et al.
1997

Controls from Krasnye Rog
 37 kBq/m2 (Dics 0,43%,
multiaberrant cells 2)

Biological dosimetry in western parts of Europe
In Austria and Germany, the Alps regions were predominantly affected by Chernobyl fallout which
was washed out there by rain falls. Some chromosome studies were therefore also carried out in these
regions. Pohl-Rüling et al. (1991) studied 16 adults of Salzburg city, Austria, in 1987 (June-August).
The results for dic+cr are given in Table 4. The physical dose estimate was derived by the authors using UNSCEAR modeling. Two of the citizens had been studied already in 1984/1985, i.e., before the
accident. They were followed up also in 1988 and 1990 (Fig. 2).
Stephan and Oestreicher (1993) studied 29 persons in Berchtesgaden, Germany, which is only 20
km away from Salzburg. Two areas with low contamination in southern Germany, Baden-Baden and
Tirschenreuth (near to the Czech frontier), were selected for control (Table 4). The physical dose estimates were taken by the authors from German authorities. The elevation factors given for the dic+cr
rate in table 4 were derived by us using the former published labor control of the authors 0.9 10-3
(Stephan and Oestreicher 1989).
Table 4 Biological dosimetry in persons living in West European regions contaminated by
Chernobyl releases
Region
Sample
Date
Results
Physical exof
cess dose
study
dic+cr
overdispersion
estimate
Austria
16 adults
1987
6-fold
0.1-0.5 mSv
Salzburg
Germany
Berchtesgaden 27 adults and
1987- 3-2 fold 6 cells with 2 dic
≤1.6 mSv
2 children
1991
20 adults

”

3-fold

Tirschenreuth

11 adults

”

2-fold

Berchtesgaden
Subgroup
“
Norway,
selected regions

5
”
44 reindeer
sames and 12
sheep farmers

87/88
90/91
1991

3-fold
1.6-fold
10-fold

Dic rate x 10-3

Baden-Baden

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

In 1 person 3 cells
with 2 dic
1 multiaberrant cell

0.14 mSv
0.14 mSv

5.5 mSv

1991

Year

Fig.2 Mean rate of dic+cr in 2 citizens of Salzburg
(Pohl-Rüling et al. 1991)
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Both studies in the Alps region lead to elevations of dic+cr which are far above the equivalent calculated excess exposures. While the Salzburg investigators found a correlation between aberration rate
and measured Chernobyl deposition, the German investigators doubted the causation by radiation because of the high aberration rates in their controls. In contrast to this they found a significant decrease
with time in a subgroup of the Berchtesgaden sample (Table 4). Further there were several cells showing an overdispersion of aberrations and therefore an incorporation of alpha radioactivity.
Norway was contaminated in spots up to 600 kBq/m2 of Cs 137. Brogger et al. (1996) carried out
chromosome studies in three such regions and found a 10-fold elevation of dic+cr still 5 years after the
accident. The doses were calculated based on whole body counter measurement of Cs 134 and Cs 137
using dose conversion factors of the ICRP. The authors interprete the enormous discrepancy to the
aberration findings as due to a biphasic dose-response. Salbu et al. (2004) reported that radioactive
particles from Chernobyl were released predominantly by the fire after the explosion which contributed significantly to the population exposure even in Norway. They contained fission products but also
heavy fuel and breeding products as U and Pu.

Discussion
Some of the cited authors used control cohorts from so-called uncontaminated regions, e.g. from Kyiv
or Minsk. Persons living there show, however, significant elevations compared to background rates in
really non-exposed individuals even after several years. This can be explained by the consumption of
contaminated food.
To evaluate the real mean exposure of the population such investigations in the regions of low surface contamination by Cs-137 would be most informative. They are also to find in the literature. It
must be mentioned that this present compilation of data is preliminary and incomplete.

Conclusions
Cytogenetic studies which are suitable to evaluate the dose estimates in regions contaminated by Chernobyl fallout were done in some thousand persons. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Assuming predominant exposure by external and internal Cs-137 the rate of dic+cr allows to
estimate a minimum accumulated dose and using FISH to estimate the accumulated dose in the
highly contaminated regions. Physically estimated dose values can therefore be falsified if being much lower.
2. Clustering of the aberrations in the cells and/or multiaberrant cells are a reliable indicator of incorporated alpha activity. This was observed in several studies outside the distance of 100 km
from the source and means that the assumption of UNSCEAR that fuel and breeding products
are abroad negligible is wrong.
3. If the rate of the instable dic does not or not adequately decline over years, which is shown in
some of the studies, the exposure can also not be generated by predominant Cs-137 contribution because of the short biological half-life of Cs (circ 100 days), otherwise one had to assume
a still increasing Cs-contamination in the food.
4. The dose assumptions of UNSCEAR have to be revised. The physical estimates of other authors and the numerous EPR-measurements should be also taken into account.
5. Statements that an observed effect can not be radiation-induced because there is no dose-effect
relationship should be checked regarding the assumptions for dose calculation. A lacking correlation with the ground contamination by Cs-137 dose not justify such a conclusion.
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